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WELCOME 

Firstly, as always, please let me thank all our clients for your continued support throughout the summer 
and autumn months. Your support and understanding really is invaluable to us in these trying times for 
our proud industry.
 
At the time of writing, we have seen the return of almost 70% of our 2019 customer base, which is very 
pleasing, and we have also gained some new friends and customers along the way. However, specifically 
in Scotland, the turnover spend of the returned customers is still generally down 20% in comparison to 
2019, with a few key factors being the education sector still not being back to full capacity in supplying 
hot cooked meals, staff within the government sectors still working mainly from home, and a number of 
restaurants only being able to open in the evening or at the weekend due to staffing challenges. We are also 
seeing a big drop in Christmas party events this year as everyone continues the fight to stay safe against 
COVID.
 
We have recently reviewed our delivery schedules and have implemented a minimum order value on our 
deliveries which will help us greatly and we thank everyone for supporting this necessary requirement. 

CHALLENGES

As always, forecasting the unknown is nigh impossible, despite our best efforts. Over the last few weeks we 
have managed to find a balance of stock and have kept our non-available line report down to a minimum. 
To avoid letting anyone down we would still request that any large orders be placed with as much notice 
as possible.
 
If you have any new lines or menu changes, please ensure you speak to your account manager so we can 
plan accordingly. As always, the team are here to help you with everything we can.
 
As widely documented across the industry, staffing remains a real challenge. We have been recruiting for 
new butchers, drivers and warehouse operatives, and we now have our staffing numbers back where the 
business required, with some fantastic new people joining the team at Campbell Brothers. These new 
additions to our team will help to further improve our service levels.
 
The biggest risk and concern, however, remains with availability and pricing. With prices continuing to 
strongly march upwards, availability remains tight.
 
We have been discussing with all our clients the need to react to the market as we simply cannot stand still, 
and we thank everyone for working with us to support this. It is pleasing that the majority of our customers 
have been understanding and accept that this is an industry wide issue and ‘we are all in this together’.  
Please always remember, despite rising costs, there is usually an alternative available, whether that be on 
origin or specification change, our experienced team can always help.



UK/IRL BEEF
Beef deadweight cattle pricing remains significantly 
higher than 5-year average, with prime cattle availability 
low. The knock-on effect from this means that: 

• Forequarter and hindquarter cuts remain very much 
in demand and continue to carry a premium. 
• Burger and mince production cuts are now generally 
40% more expensive than the same period of 2019 & 
2020. We are now seeing a massive knock-on effect 
from supply chain partners due to staffing challenges 
across the industry, meaning the availability is tighter 
than ever, and of course in turn prices continue to rise.
• Roasting cuts remain strongly priced. 
• Steaking cuts continue to rise, as demand continues 
to far outweigh availability. We are seeing increases of 
up to 25% on centre cuts, beef fillet (at the time of 
writing), has increased a further 15% in the last 4 weeks 
and availability is extremely tight, with suppliers trying 
to slow the demand. Fillets of beef are now trading at 
generally 40% higher than in 2019.

IMPORTED BEEF
Beef pricing from Europe, South America & Australia 
are generally now trading at 20% higher than in 2019 
& 2020. Such is the global position that advanced 
orders of up to 3 months’ notice, are required to these 
suppliers. This brings further challenges to our business 
as we are now forecasting effectively ‘blindly’, so regular 
communication with our customers is crucial.

BEEF PORK
UK/EU PORK
Pork pricing has settled somewhat however, demand 
for Red Tractor pork remains high and availability 
tight. Again, we are now trading at very differing prices 
than earlier in the year and certain cuts are now 20% 
higher than in 2019 and 10% higher than in the early 
summer of 2021. Belly and ribs especially are in high 
demand with the Far Eastern market paying strong 
money to pork producers to secure their supply.

LAMB
UK/EU/GLOBAL LAMB
Lamb is also proving particularly challenging. There is 
little, or no supply from New Zealand and Australia 
being exported into the UK. UK lamb availability is 
being affected by the supermarket chains, pricing has 
risen on certain cuts by 35% in the last 12 months and 
there are real challenges securing product currently, 
even at the prices the market is demanding.

POULTRY
UK/EU POULTRY
Despite the challenges we face with all species, poultry, 
as widely documented across the industry, remains a 
further challenge. There is a serious shortage of poultry 
across the globe, and we expect this to continue into 
2022. Supermarkets, as always, lead the way and have 
secured advanced orders as they have been able to 
forecast these.
  

Poultry pricing is high, and again we have been left 
with no other option other than to react to the price 
changes. Supremes, fillets and thighs for example, are 
averaging increases of +£1.75 per kg across these three 
cuts. We simply cannot sustain this alone, and for our 
clients who have accepted the required increases we 
shall, as always, do our very best to ensure you receive 
your product.

TURKEY
Despite various press releases regarding turkey and 
Christmas we have managed to secure enough birds 
from the UK & the EU to fulfil our advanced client 
forecasts, and for that we thank everyone for working 
with us to give your predictions. We are still being 
asked, even now, regarding turkeys for menus and we 
will do our best to source any extra, for those who have 
not placed advanced orders. Red Tractor birds are now 
generally unavailable with all the quota having been 
sold in advance, there are still options for UK non-Red 
Tractor and EU birds, however, please get your orders 
in fast to avoid disappointment.
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SUMMARY

We appreciate that all of the above makes for difficult reading. Unfortunately, this 
is the world and the market we are currently living in. It is unlikely to see this 
changing in the foreseeable future, however, we remain positive and grateful that 
the majority of our customers have been understanding, accepting, and worked 
with us in partnership to help with pricing increases as required. In return we have 
done our utmost to help with development and alternatives to help your margins.
 
Our business has settled down since the country re-opened in May, and after a 
number of difficult operating days our logistics, supply and client management are 
almost back to 100% success rate across the UK. We thank everyone sincerely for 
your patience and support throughout this period.
 
So, as we continue adapting to the ‘new world’ it is onwards & upwards – please be 
assured, we are always here for you.
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